A Grid computing system is a virtual resource framework. Inside the framework, resources are being shared among autonomous domains which can be geographically distributed. One primary goal of such a virtual Grid environment is to encourage domain-to-domain interactions and to increase the confidence of domains to utilize or share resources without losing control and confidentiality. To achieve this goal, a Grid computing system can be viewed more or less as a human community and thus the "trust" notion needs to be addressed. To integrate trust into a Grid, some specific issues need to be considered. In this paper, we view trust in two aspects, identity trust and behavior trust. Further, we briefly present two important issues which help in managing, evolving and interpreting trust. The two issues are grid context and trust tree structure.
Introduction
Trust [1] is a complex concept that has been addressed at different levels by many researchers. We classify trust into two categories: identity trust and behavior trust. Identity trust is concerned with verifying the authenticity of an entity and determining the authorizations that the entity is entitled to and is based on cryptographic techniques such as encryption and digital signatures. Behavior trust deals with a wider notion of an entity's "trustworthiness" and focuses more on the behavior of that entity. For example, a digitally signed certificate does not indicate whether the issuer is an industrial spy and a piece of digitally signed code does not show whether the code will perform some malicious actions or not.
In this paper, we will only briefly present and outline the issues that need to be considered when "trust" is being integrated into the Grid Computing Systems. We assume that each Grid service instance has a globally unique id. As stated in [2] , for the OGSA architecture, every Grid service instance is assigned a globally unique name, the Grid service handle (GSH).
Trust and Reputation
To integrate "trust" into the Grid Computing Systems, first of all, we need to address what "trust" means.
Currently, there is a lack of consensus in the literature on the definition of trust and on what constitutes trust management. In this paper, we propose to modify the definition of trust defined in [3] :
Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity to behave as expected such that this firm belief is a dynamic value associated with the entity and it is also subject to the entity's behavior and applies only within a specific context at a given time.
That is, trust is a dynamic value between 0 and 1 inclusively. A value of 0 means very untrustworthy while a value of 1 means very trustworthy. The trust value (TV) is based on the history and is specific to a certain context. For example, entity x might be permitted to use the service s1 of entity y but is not permitted to use the service s2 of entity y at a particular time and context. Furthermore, to establish a trust relationship, a person will listen to the opinions from others when he wants to make a decision. In Grid computing, when the entities want to make a trust-based decision, the entities may also rely on others for the information and opinion pertaining to a specific entity. For example, if entity x wants to make a decision of whether to call the service s1 of domain y, which is unknown to x, then x can rely on the reputation of the service s1 of domain y. In this paper, we adopt the definition of Reputation as presented in [3] with modification:
The reputation of an entity is an expectation of its behavior based on its identity and other entities' observations or information about the entity's past behavior within a specific context at a given time.
Please note that our trust and reputation definition are both associated with the identity trust and behavior trust while in [3] , only behavior trust is concerned.
Context in Grid Computing Systems
In the previous section, we mentioned that trust is defined to be context specific. Thus, what is context with respect to a Grid computing system? A service invocation scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 .
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Fig. 1. Service Invocation
In Figure 1 , service instance s1 invokes service instance s2, service instance s2 further invokes service instance s3 and then service instance s3 calls service instance s4 finally. In this scenario, we define the Grid context as an ordered four-tuple (id s1 ,id s2 ,id s3 ,id s4 ) where id service is a globally unique service instance id of a particular service.
Therefore, to define context in a Grid computing system, if the service invocation is originated from service s 1 ,s 2 ……. up to s n , the context will be an ordered n-tuple (ids 1 ,ids 2 ,……,ids n ).
The context of the Grid is service-based. The advantage of the service-based context is that it is highly precise to identity a particular service invocation. However, as there may be many different service instances in a domain, service-based context implies that the number of different contexts can be huge. In a trust system, different contexts should have different trust values. Thus, if we store the trust values in a table and search for the trust value sequentially, it will take quite a long time to do so.
To be efficient, instead of using a simple table to store the direct trust value or reputation from other domains, we propose a trust tree structure. The trust values will be stored in a structure called a trust tree. For each trust value, the associated context tuple will be regarded as a n-dimension record and becomes a node of our trust tree. Other context-based information will become annotations for that node. A trust tree is shown in Figure 2 for illustration. The following statements summarize the structure of a trust tree: 1) Each node of our tree contains the MD5 digest of the corresponding service instance id (128-bit) as the key. 2) Each node may consists of zero to n children nodes.
3) To retrieve a child node efficiently, all the children nodes will be sorted according to the key value and the number of children nodes will be stored in the parent node such that when a key value is given, a binary search could be performed so as to find the matching child node. Besides, the trust tree provides a similarity operation that enables us to search out the trust value of a similar-context node. Consider if we are now making a trust evaluation towards a service request, using the trust tree, we can refer to some similar-context service requests. Undoubtedly, these similar-context service requests do provide a good source for evaluating the trust value of the current service request and leads to a better trust evaluation.
Conclusion
In this paper, to integrate "trust" in the Grid Computing Systems, we suggest to address both identity trust and behavior trust. Besides, we give the definition of context in Grid Computing and it makes the meaning of trust to become much more precise and clear. On the other hand, to manage the trust values in an efficient way, we define a trust tree structure. The Trust tree also provides a similarity operation that enables us to find out the trust value of other transactions with similar context. It is definitely useful for trust evaluation.
